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THE 1934 CONTEST FOR THE DEUTSCH DE LA MEURTI#T’ROpHY*

By Pierre L~glise

INTRODUCTION**

The second contest of the nom classic Deutsch de la
Meurthe Cup race showed considerable -progress over the
first; the principle of setting a Relatively low limit
for the cubic capacity of the engine and giving the de-
signers an otherwise entirely free hand is unquestionably
one of the lest ways toward rapid technical strides. It
must be particularly stressed that the conpeting airplanes
had no certificate of airworthiness of any sort; in fact,
Government control was for once completely left aside and
the racers allowed to take part in the contest. without
having %een subjected to the slightest examination of offi-
cials of the Ministbre de llAir. Thus mailufacturers were
relieved of the custonary administrative difficulties and
losses of time. The result proved perfectly satisfactory;
airplanes were rapidly built and. tried., they demonstrated
remarkable flying qualities and performance, and technical
advances of great practical value have been attained in a
very short space of time. The experience is likely to have
long-reaching and bei]eficial results.

REGULATIOITS**

The regulations remained alnost identical with those
of last year (see Aircraft Engineering, July 1933): a
scratch race over the 100 km (62.14 miles) circuit, Etampes-
Chartres-Ilonce’, open to airplanes fitted with engines not
exceeding 8 liters (488.2 cu.in. ) capacity, over a total
distance of 2,000 km (1,242.74 miles) in two flights of 10
laps each. In order to qualify, eac’h competitor was re-
quired to cover between April 6 and May 7 a.flight of 500
km (310.68 miles) in closed circuit at a speed exceeding.
250 km/h (155.34 mi~/hr.)@ In addition, start and landing
had to be made ia less than 550 m (1,804.46 ft.) over a
screen 1 meter high.

*L?.&&ronautiqUOz July 1934, pPe 151-1820
**Aircraft E-ngineering? July 1934, p. 1’79.
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I. TECHNICAIJ COMMENTS

Pilot age
..:..,’ .,,.

.. .. . ..

Take- off.- The se~ting of the wing flaps and of the.——.———.
split flaps was low (8 for the Caudron entries) so as to
avoid undue drag increase. All entries having variable-
pitch propellers showed quick take-off. The reduction in
take-off time was due to:

a) higher thrust during taxying, ~~
. . ,.

b) almost instantaneous rise of tail as a result O! the
powerful .a”irstream on the tail by, the propeller op-
erating at low pitch.

Take-off speeds averaged between 7.5 and 81 miles per hour.
The. pilots did not try to stall pr,ematyrely, but rather
let the airplane roll as long as possible..

In flight.-” The gusts through which the airplane——_——. ——
‘passed at. high speed were extremely uncomfortable to the.’.
pil~ts.

During the first trials Delmotte, strapped to his
seat by an abdominal belt, strudk. his head several times
on the ceiling of his cabin. Subsequently the Caudron
pilots used an Aviorex belt, whose 5 straps divided the
strains more evenly. Seats with side cushions should be.
equally advantageous also for holding the pilot in his seat.

Cockpit ventilation.-—————————..—— - Potez used a pipe taking the
air from above the ring cowling and leading it into the
cockpit, where the pilot controlled it by a valve.

Caudron provided capillary vents in the transparent
cupola: 3 mm (0.118 in.) pressure orifices .at the %ase and
forward of the windshield and 4 mm (01357, in{) suction or-
ifices” aft and abcve it , thus assurin~ the pilot a slight
breeze from the chin tow~rd the ears, which apparently was
quite satisfactory.

In the Caudrons the admission of any fresh ai”r ly.
sliding the top, even the least bit “forward, was’ fol}owed,
by an insufferable, no+se - qot caused by the engine }ut
by the passage of a turbulent air “stream against the ears;
with top closed, the npise was insignificant,

, ..:. ‘:.. .

—. —.—-,.— . .
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Banked turng. - I)ifferent pilots used different tac-
tics. Leaving aside the spectacular point of view, the

k> ““’”bestmaneuver -is.concededl,~,.t~at .whi+ effects the most
propitious compromise %etween loss of time due” to the ‘“
tank itself and that of the speed agreed upon. The fast
turn is not everything; i“t is at least “as important to re-
gain the straightaway with the highest possible speed.

A badly executed turn may slow up an airplane at 125
miles per hour; since the’lift-drag ratios are high, the
propeller thrust is low and the time lost to regain the
lost speed is not negligible. For this reason the steep-
ly banked turns of Massotte may have cost the Caudron R~g-
nier quite a few miles. Arnoux, on the other hand, round-
ed. the pylons in wide turns.

Only one pilot of the Caudron entries had any real
traiiling in banked turns; that was Delmotte. He used20
diffe~ent styles, which were timed. His best time was
obtained with the following tactics:

Start of climb shout 10 km (6.21 miles) before enter-
ing the turn by withdrawing from the ideal straight course
so as to have the turning point 1,600 feet to the left at
the start of the maneuver, then make a slightly banked
turn with a radius of 500 meters (1,640 feet), by restor-
ing tfi.eheight held in reserve. Theil the straightaway is
regained under the lest conditions of speed.

T~~e average loss in a well-exec-dted turn is 10 sec-
onds; the 30 turns for each race thus constitutes a loss
of 5 minutes, ‘which is equivalent to about 3 percent lower
average speeds.

LandinR.- The landings were made easily with flaps
set at from 30 to 40°. During the second half of the
race Lacombe was forced to land with a very heavy load of
fuel, which he accomplished, however. without mishap.

The Caudron entries manifested high loi~gitudinal stab-
ility at all speeds because of their large horizontal
tail surfaces (fin area equal to 18 perceut of wing area,
or, more than 2 percent greater tl.an in 1933).

.8,.
The Comper !lStreakllhad a slight tendency tO bouace.
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moment was balanced at take-
entries, by the rudder, no

maneu~..er”b,e.in.g.jnecessary in flight. The device installed
fO~,:*his.purpO,seD namely, aileron control rods of differ-
ept lengths to assure different twist and setting by one
forcqi.tias, not used. Perhaps the pilot reacted subcon-
sciously; on the C.450 and ‘the C.460 a force of 50 g
(0.11 lb.) sufficed to move the stick. The moment is of
no great consequence; it is the same for the Potez 300
horsepower engine at 2t600 r.p.m. as for a 150 horsepower
ezlg.iileat 1$3.00 r.pcme s but despite its low figUre~ it .
Day become much more substa~t,,ial when the wings are ‘smail.er..,,. ,
... .. .. . . ,...

OUTLOOK FOR NEXT YEARtS RACE
,..

T,he elimination trials should be a little nlore se-
vere: 300”km/h (186.4 mi./hr.) minimum, take-off and land-
ing in 500 m (1,640 ft.) instead of 550 m (1,800 ft.).

En~ines.- The choice between in-line and radial en-—.—-
gines-=lways presents the same difficulty.

hgg. “ The radial engine facilitates the packing of
the air between the propeller and the cowling. This in-
tuitive statenent is proved hy the fact that the propel-
ler slip on the Potez airplane is negative.* The pllc+nom-
enoil should be so nuch nore appreciable as the diameter of
the propeller is smaller with respect to the ring cowling.

This drawback may perhaps be avoided by specially de-
signed spinners, auxiliary fans, or special- blade-root
sections, the purpose being to avoid this packing or fill-

—---—--———— -—.-__—-_._——___.____———————- ——.——————.—

*The Levasseur companY~ for instance, cites propeller slips
of some 10 percent for its twisted duralurnin propellers
fitted to airplanes flying at 180 to 250 km/h (111.8 to
155.3 mi./hr.). Similar propellers mounted on modern pur-
suit airplanes flying at 280 to 320 km/h (174 to 198.8 mi. /
hr.) show that the slip cancels out; lastly, for the rac-
ing speeds reachi’ng 400 km/h (24S.5 mi./hr.), it changes
signc The phenomenon of llprevious engagement” or arrest-
.lag the air by the fuselage should become more pronounced
as the speed increases. Thus , Levasseur adapts the pro-
peller for 340 to 360 km/h (211.3 to 223.7 mi./hr.), al-
though the flight speed is 400 km/h (248.5 mi./hr.). The
Ratier propeller, on the other hand, seems to functions
for the moment, with zero slip.

.- — I
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ing. The in-line engine, contrariwise, is well exposed,
=. ,esp.e,c.ia:ll,ywhen the propeller hulpro, j.e.cts,. as in the

“Caudron; ”“the cr”anksha’ft is ex.tezi.cie.d120.,‘mm.,(,4*.72 $n. ) .. .
T“he shape of the fuselage ins,a.perfe,ct t.ur,tl,e3aqk.’-:,Tt~-~’~.‘“
lo”wei front ~ similar .to the lea~ding edge of a -wing ,stu,b
,~ou’llted ~er~ically”, has a ‘low d“rag= -I* -is ~pra,cti,callythe.-,,
same regardlesss “of the” tw’i s,t ,o”ftke turn”ed~back st.rea~;.
mor’eove”r, if, t,he.p-ropell”e”r‘turn’sf,ayt (’low”.,p%,t.,ch),the
‘twist is s“uals, the, same, as’ the,.so-c”ail.ed lf.spo.i,lingdragil
of the Briti’s%.”

,,.

... . ,,.:. ,.. . ... .,,.. .

OoQh~g&.- All eht r-ie~ ,showed..a~p”le,cooli,ng this year.
The possibility’e,s of the in-line ;engine. are far from be-
ing e’~h.austed a“nd the ,~bvious ~advantage. of the r,ad.ialen-:
“&’i.n’ewit~l a greatpr. d.irect~i” exposed surface is still be-.
ing ignored. ‘On the other” hand, ”w}len an in- 1ine engiile
heats up, there is always the possi%ili. ty of producing an
““i-aside“circulat io,n.by mean-s’of fans , etc...

c~’linder~ - ““”

,...

_.___ . __.. -_._... T-:.’eres.ee~s to be a ,tendency to combine
the radial and the””in,-l~ne &ngine by using an engine with :
a,,great number ,Of ~ylinders arranged in successive rows.
l!en~trieri in” fact , ‘has designed. suckan engine having 28
cylinders -’ 4 row~ of ‘i’each - with 8 liters, (488.2 cu. in. )
displaccne:lt , thus ‘ensuring a diameter of 600 mm (23.62
in. ) ,“”instead of ~80 rum (31.5 in. ) for the potez 9 Bb, and
the obtained out~ut is 400 horsepower.

Eut there .apyear two drawbacks:

a) As the,,power increases , the amount of fuel to be
carried increases also, and that is w’here the already high
fuel capacity of the tank constitutes a serious obstacle; “
the maximum fuselage section would have to be increased,
which mould no longer harmonize.....,. wit-h the dimiilution of
the for?ard $i.zmeter.

,.
b) ,<,T.he engine weight would not increase much, but the

bu~li of the whole wo~%ld be excessive. While advocating a
mul+ip,licat ion of cylinders, one too often i~nores the ob-
ligatory equipwent, such as the great number of magnetos,
carburetors , 56 spark plugs (,much smaller, it is true (12
mm (4.72 in.) ,dia~~ter by 30 mm (1.18 in. ) height) , the ‘
wiring , etc. Trom the practical point of view, there is
little choice between 9 and 14 cylinders,-- for radial en-
gines - the studies of the rocker assembly being in any
case necessary to lo;~er the frontal surface - and between
6 and 12 cylinders for the “flat” engine.

I
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It seems reasonable to anticipate engines of from 400
to 500 horsepower or 50 to 60 horsepower per liter. Spe-
cifically, the Potez 9 Bb operates at a mean pressure of
15 kg (33.1 lb.), and the Renault at 1105 kg (25c35 lb.)~
The consumption is 272 g (0.6 lb.) per horsepower per hour
with full throttle, and 258 g (0.569 lb.) at 9/10 for the
first, against 280 g (0.617 lb.) for the second. The com-
pressor absorbs about 10 percent of the power.

Airplane structure.- Extensive use of variable-pitch
propellers resulted in much better take-offs and also
brought the landing speed down to reasonable figures.
There will be a very great temptation for the designers to
reduce the wing area to equal the horsepower.

We believe that, despite the greatest severity of the
elimination trials and a much higher gross weight, due to
an increase by a good third of the amount of fuel carried
and the accrued weight of the power plant, the wing area
will remain the same as for this year. One will revise
again the distressing take-off conditions, with wing loads
raised to 140 and 150 kg (308.65 and 330.69 lb.); the na-
ture of the race tends to demand the utmost from the mate-
rial, and the utmost is at the limit of possibility -
that is, it borders on the zone of danger.

As to landing, the eveiltual use of wheel brakes will
act as a palliative for the imposed 500 m (1,640 ft.) .

As to high lifting devices, nothiilg foreshadows the
usQ of devices other than trailing-edge flaps or split
flaps.

The two-pitch propeller, automatic or otherwise, has
proved its worth; its use will undoubtedly increase in
races. It may be attempted to obtain a pitch change rel-
ative to a given law during take-off, so as to take ad-
vantage of the maximum performance during every stage of
rolling and take-off. The incorporation of such a device
in the Ratier propeller should be easy. It simply re-
quires the control, in time function, of the stroke of the
piston which controls the blade settings, or, marking out
the guide grooves of the followers conformably to a deter-
mined curve, if the piston notion is uniform.

It is again to be regretted that no one has attempted
to utilize the horsepower of the engine at landing, be-
cause of not knowing how. It had already been suggested



p-j.

.,. ‘to use this:po’wer’,for braking, but’ it ““mayequal~y ieter-
-. mine ..a,lift’O. In.fa~~; .at ‘sp@ed’s‘of from ‘12’0to 150 ‘Km~h’

(’74..6to 93 i2 mi. /hr.”),:~he;-~itip’ellercan’ du~~ly a thrust
of some 300 “kg‘(’”6’61.413;) ;:’.eiio”ughto balance 50 percent
of the jtare weight of :ariair~lane..

.,.
It is rnatiely a problem

of pivoting this thrust of 90°. Who will” ‘“tacl<l~‘it? ‘

,. Summed us on’ the ha’sfs o.f powers tif~frc’m”400 “to 450
horsepower, of from’? to 8 ma (7563 to’‘86:1:sq. fti.) “wing
area, ...offrbm “550to 600 kg’ ,(.~;~}2~to:”l,”32”3.~,~.)tare “’
weight of ai’rplane:~”,and “of frciu’“1,0’00 to 1;“050 kg (2,’205

~-to 2.,315. lb’.) ‘gross..weiglii,’”we .Welieve that next year’1s
race will le mm. ‘“:of’fat s“pee’ds:bet,weea “’500and 550 ‘km/h ~~
(31OO7- to 341.8 m”i.}hr.).” “ ‘ ~~ ““’ ‘

.,. It is to “be‘hop”dd“that a more” ‘equ<tabl:e’distribution
of “the prizes atid the: premiums’ afio-ngt“he competitors of the
different cotintries will draw the, att.”ention of a number of
foreign entries,. so as to lend to this race a tr-aly inter-
national character;” as th-e dono”’rsi’ntended it to be. Ac-
tually the F.ten’chcompetitors sha”re in much more important
state ‘subsidies tiian the 100,000-franc prize ,amounts to.

II. INCIDENTS AND AC CIDEITTS“

. .
... Caudrons 460 and 450

Elsewhere. in this report we give the difficulties ex-
perienced by “De lmotte, Monville , and Lacombe with the op-
erating mechauisrn of the Charleston retractable landing
gear, as a result of which the Caudron entries all flew in
the race with the landing gear IIdown. II
... ..

In brief,, the hydraulic lifting jacks mere not power-
ful enou’gh.to’ overcome the friction due to the tightening,
occurring during the tests, of certain hinge joints, ai~d
to. iutergal resistance. The preliminaries wer’e flown with
Ch’arl”estop lockiug mechanism installed, while ‘itithe race
itself the jacks were replaced by push rods: ‘

Caudron 460 ~Delmotte). - Delmotte, wi~o pushed his en-.—— —_______
.gine toward the end of the race, in his atte@pt to” o$er-
take Arnoux, ran out of oil and was forced to land aild

. abandon t“qe race. His la~ding in the open was proo’f of
the high lifting qualities of the wings and of the cool-’”
ness”of t~.e milot. His s-peed for the first 1,000 km (621.4

.—.
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miles) in -the morning had averaged 38’7 km/h
Delmotte?’s handicap compared to Arnouxls in

’765

(240.5 mi. /hr.).
the c.450

arose solely from a difference in the cleanness of ‘the
landing gear; emergency fairings for Delmotte and well-
designed fairings for Ariloux, who had to fly the whole
race with landing gear down. (See fig. 1.)

To enableDelmotte to make up in power what he” lost
in drag, Riffard had loosened his propeller blades 1.’5 y
during the rest period, thus making the setting 33.5 y
against Arnouxls 35 y. (If it had leen possible to re-
tract the landing gears the pitch would have been 36.5 y.)
Yet, in spite of this, Arncux at 2,700 r.p.m.,, flew
scarcely slower than his competitor at 2s900 r.,p.m.

Delmotte, while being able to raise his revolution
speed by raising his horsepower, consumed, however, more
oil than stipulated. He needed only 1 liter of oil - 3
minutes of flying - to finish the course. On his first
10 rounds of the course, Delmotte averaged 365 km/h (226.8
mi./hr. ) ,.and for the first lap in the afternoon, both he
and Arnoux made the excellent average of 369 km/h (229.3

mi./hr. ).

Caudron 460 (Lacomhe).- A flat tire obliged Lacombe
to start very late. In his desire to make up the lost
time, he reduced his speeding up at starting to a minimum.
Opening the throttle wide while the oil was still cold
caused a lea7k in the radiator and a delay of two hours, so
he decided to withdraw. At 2$’700 r.p.m., his average
speed was 368 km/h (228.7 mi./hr.) for the first half and
373 km/h (231.8 mi./hr.) for the first three laps of the
second half of the race.

Caudron 460 ~Monville).- Uonvillej———__—— &___ _ __________ who finished third,
was equally late in starting - although only 15 minutes -
due to the delay in mounting the wheel fairings in time.*

__________________________________________________________

*The excitement, the last-minute changes, and preparations
incidental to a race of this kind generally escape the at-
tention of the public. Here is an illustration: On Satur-
day, May 26, Mr. Riffard entertained some doults about the
functioning of the retractable landing gears, so at 11
0.!.cl~ck , before starting for 13tampes, he ordered 12 fair=
ings; 6 for the wheels and 6 for the struts. The metal
shop worked all that afternoon and all that night. An au-
tomobile was pressed into service, rushing the pieces to
the track as fast as finished. At 5 o~clock the last piece
(Continued on page 9.)
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%lonville held his engine to 2,650 r.p, m. (instead of
-.. 2j900 i-.p.m.)..$c...c.onfus,i,ngthe speed at static thrust tiith

the flight speed. l?inally,”’’%elievtng he hadcomplet-ed the
first half of the race on.,his ninth lap, he had already
lowered his flaps when Mr. Caudron drove his automobile

...across the line and made him understand his mistake. He
made an average of 358 km/h (222.5 mi./hr.) in the first
half , and 38’7 km/h (240.5 mi./hr.) in the afternoon.

.. Caudron 450 ~Arnoux~.-’ The enervation of the mec~an-——-————————— ——..——
ics caused Arnoux to lose 30 seconds at the start. Due
to ail oversight, the propeller was not set at low pitch.
This meant stopping the engine, refilling, and starting
all over again.

Tor the Caudron and Renault companies, the day was
one of success. In the race the engines were supposed to
ruil at 2,900 r.p.m. or 100 r.p.m. less than maximum, but
only Delmotte and Arnoux complied with this rule during
the first half of the race.

Massottej in the Gaudron 366 - R6gnier 210 hp. engi”n.e-
flew a remarkably regular race. Starting each time at the
tirner!s signal, he averaged 361.083 km/h (224.4 mi./hr.)
and fi-nished second.

Comper !~streakll-——_________: lie made the ten circuits of the
course required in the morning with his landing gear re-
tracted. In the aftern~on, however, some trouble devel-
oped, and he was olliged to leave the landing gear down.
As he considered this to be too great a handicap, Comper
withdrew after making some six circuits of the course in
the afternoon. (See fig. 2.)

EQ!.Q.z_E3?._LQ.4kzi>●- The Potez 9 Bb engine develops on
the torque stand 315 hp. at 2,55I) r.p.m., and 350 hp. at
2,800 r.p.m. In flight, with due allowance for the dynam-
ic pressure in t’ne air scoop, which may vary between 75
aild and 100 g/cmz (l.o7 and lti42 13./sq.in.)?* the maximum
may be raised to 365 hp. at 2,800 r.p.n.

Ddtr6 should have flown the race at .,asafe revolution
syeed; although not publicly given %y the Potez company,

---------------------..--_----.-----.%---------------------

*(Continued from page 8)
intended for Xonville!s airplane was finished and rushed 3Y
airplane to Etampes, “routdespite the speed of the mechan-
ics, a delay of 15 minutes was unavoidable.
**See footnote, page 10,

I —
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it,.was ,s:uch ,tha,tthe engine .sh.ou..l.dh?ye giy,e.n.a li,t$.1e
more.”.than”,two “t,h.$ris, o’f it.s rn,aximum -.,,“un.dpv~t~dly, ~@Q t.o
?.~0~hor.s@~:~”er~ ~~.Tk.e[p ee.d-,ha,v.ingbeen .rai $ed ,’35lho?se- ‘
power .o.ver,th,a~ of 19.33i.it “’was‘at.teqjt;ed ‘to,impr,o:v,ethe
cooling. .!The.radiator was. ietaine+ and. tilentim~er ‘of cYl-
inder co.ol.ing fibs inc,~eased,.’.‘Iij“’@’as‘belieye:~ that the
capacity for ‘heat removal, would “in some “way -@e,,parallel ““,.
with the, increase .in power,. but. hecaus.ti of the.’fiigh”,spee.d
03tained’- 360 km/h (223.7 mi.’/li).)’- the cooling was ‘ac-
tually more eff,ect.ive, than ant..iqipa.t.e,d...,Th.,g,0il ,.&empera-
tur’edid not exceed ’27° .a.tthe ei,gii~eintake “and 42° at
the outlet. The oil rem&i.ne@ ,too thin, and the l~~ricatiori
in the crankcase and the cylinder.: becai%.ins”ufficiellts
As, a” result, the “Po”tez 9 Bb ‘operated ‘a gr”eater part of the
time under the abnormal conditions usually donfined to ‘“
starting ..* -c ..... ..,.,“
———. -—.. _—— ——————.—-. _—. ——— —_—.... --. — . . .. ——— ——— ——— —..-

*olle may imagine: that the front o-f the-c yliiiders was more

cooled although the back showed a lii~her temperature “as a’
r’esult of insufficient luhricatioti. This fa{igues ,arien-
gi~e; it is not so much the high ternper,ature of operation..

‘a’s the deft?rmations followings.dve-ise heat dissipation.
Thus %etw’een ~50 .a~d 180° tep~erature, for example; for
the “two ‘spark plugs of a cylinder, and “a much higher “mean
temperature Imt the same on %oth spark plugsj there can be
no hesitation. in Choice; the engine lasts longer in the
second case.

... .

**(See page ?) This’ pressure is’ difficult to evaluate.
Theoretically it.may Be,”computed” by ““consideration of
v2/2g, but ,th6 fig~ire must be corrected by allowing for
the. performan’ce - of the, order of 0.5 to 0.6 - of the in-
take considered as diffuser and the, disturbance entailed
with the greater or lesser opening of the’ gas valve. ‘Tlie
Potez ,company..has made, no torque-stand tests with air
scoops, hut. it i“s e.v’idept,that for’ speeds in 6xcess of 250
m.p,h; , “the,imp,r,o+$mbnt,,in overpres sure should be of inier-
est and included “in the calculations.

Rg.lls-P.oyce, ;,n Engl~nd, have made measurements of the
dynamic yres sure and studies of air scoops for the llIZ1l
2,400 hp. engine, and so has the Tiat compaay in Italy for
&he As,6 2,800 hp. engine. In the torque-stand test of
the “RI!, two 45o hp. eng<nes were used: one to supply the
necessary cooling air; the other, the air stream &it the
scoop at 600 to 700 km/h (372.8 to 434.9 mi. /hr.).

. .
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“l)~t~~ h~d”” t’~”land 10: k’m”‘( ~,ozl “~ile”s) f~o~ },fon,d[si,r” ‘
-during’ tne co’rnplet’ionof his “second la~; his atiera~e speed
then T?aS ar~”urid350” km/h (“2;Y7.-5 ‘ii;/hro ). ““He’had’$’irne.,to”
lower his wlieelsY,”,”set his tra~,~”i”ng-edge, ,flap:s”,and” sele Ct

a spot ‘to“lan”d,:which’ he “’accompl’ish,e~ wi,thout “injury.
. .,

Mr . M<n,dtrier thinks, that the precautionary, instruc-
tions given ‘to tietre,are’ resp,o’as$ble for: the mis.lisp,and
that ‘the engine could have’ finished, the race “if the pilot
had flo’wn at” higher Ye,volution’:speed. ‘Knowing the power
utilized and the,,speed realize d,, he shou,l&”h,a,ve- either re~’
tracted ‘the oil cb~ler or narrowed the annular air exit of
the” N.A, C.A. cowling”.

.... .

Potez 533 (Lemo,ine) =--Propeller trouble obliged Le-
moine to’ abandon’ the race.

..’ .

The hub o.f the Ratier automatic propeller on the
Potez 533 includes” a. starting handle. The inside of this
handle houses the small diaphragm whic”h”causes the deflec-
tion of a rubber b“ladder ~~hen the aerodynamic pressure be-
comes sufficient. As the handle “covered the organ substan-
tially laterally, ‘the latter did not record any air flow.
It was then decided to lengthen the diaphragm-holder rod,
in order to clear the diaphragm forward.* The result of
——.—.-——.-—___—— ___________________ ____ ____, ________________ ..__

*It was thought at first tk.at the handle forming a cup or
well, contained a certain amount of air, obviously over-
dressed by the speed but stagnant (’fig. 1, footnote). The
diaphragm undergoing an equal pressure on both sides can-
not shift, no matter what the speed. One then visualized a
circulation of air around it, so that the pressure on the
front would predominate. To this end, 24 orifices of12
mm (0.47 in.) were made in the wall of the ‘handle, that
is, in the cylinder housing the diaphragm (fig. 2). As
tl,is did not improve the conditions very much, it was fi-
nally decided to lengthen the diaphragm-holder rod (fig.
3) whence, most likely, its frag~lity-

I

“~i.gure10. . ?igurc 3.
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this lengthening %esides the desired response to the pres-
sure , was a certain fragility. It is possi’ble that the
diaphragm, slightly distorted during the starts, might
have induced small longitudinal oscillations in the rod,
followed by accidental starts of the valve and premature
deflations of the rubber ball.

At any rate, when Lemoine tried to start in the af-
ternoon for the second half of the race, the propeller of
the Potez 533 was set at high pitch. The engine was
stopped, the ball reinflated, and the valve put in place
again; still he conld not get his propeller to remain in
the low-pitch position desired for starting. So he with-
drew from the race.

During the entire first half of the race, Lemoine
held his engine to 300 r.p.m. below maximum.

Supposing that the power curve of the Potez 9 Bb is a
straight line - a fact ‘which seems legitimate because if
the intake pressure grows as the square of the speed of
rotation, the friction, and the loss of charge increase
likewise - and assuming that the engine maximum is 365 hp.
at 2,800 r.p.m. in flight, it is readily seen that Lemoine
actually used scarcely more than 320 to 325 hp. The first
1,000 km (621 miles) had been covered at an average of
368.47 km/h (228.96 mi./hr.).

III. THE CAUDRON ENTRIES

The Caudron company had four entries, developed from
the C!.360 of 1933 with a Bengali engine: one, the C.450
with fixed landing gear, and three c.460 models, with re-
tractable landing gear.

These airplanes were equipped with 6-cylinder Renault
engines, developing 310 hp. at 3,000 r.p.m., and 325 hp.
at 3,200 r.p.m. on the torque stand. The propellers were
of the Ratier automatic type. Caudron was also represent-
ed by the C.366-l:Atalantel[ , with 21O hp. R6’gnier engine
(fig. 3), w“hich had been purchased by the R6gnier company,
who had already taken part in the 1933 race.

Caudron 360 -—_——————___ ●
The general characteristics of the C.360

are: a low monoplane wing of trapezoidal shape, 1.50 m
(4.92 ft. ) at root; 0.60 m (1.97 ft.) at tip, with round
tip; aspect ratio, 6.6; taper, 40 percent; symmetrical
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bi’co”nti’exairfoil set at +20’. The relati,v”e thickness tarn
per’s fro~l 12’.8.percen$ at the root’ to 6..4 ~ercent ‘at the
tips; the leading edge become’s ii~arp=ertoward the wing
tip: [fig. 4) . Total wing area, 6,.97 rn2.(75,.0.2,.sq.ft.) , of
w’h’ich1 m2 (10.76 sq.ft.) repre’se”nts the part of fuselage
between the wings, an’d 2.97 ma (31.97 sq. ft.) , the area of
each wing. ,The drag coi~sists of:
.,,..

“loo‘C’x
.’.min. of wingy O*8* ,,

,,

100 Cx of landing gear, 0.4,

100 Cx min. of whole airpla’ne (model) , 1.77,

100 Cx (computed) due to engine cooling, 0.43,

Total drag, 2.2;

The airplane is fitted with split flaps having a
chord 30 percent of that of the wing chord, and controlled
conjointly with the fin settiilg.

It will be remembered that the C.360 airplanes were
normally designed for 6-cylinder R~gnier engines (Caudron
C.356); then, because these en~ines were ilot ready, the
Reilault Bengali of 165 horsepower (Caudron C.362) was sub-
stituted for the 1933 race. Thus the Caudron R~gnier 366,
which finished second, represents, aside from tl.e Levas-
seur propeller, the airplane which might have become a
powerful coiltender of the 1933 Potez 53.

Trom the design viewpoint the C.360 has a monospar
wi-ng covered with plywood and a fuselage with flat sides.
A detailed description was giveil last year.

Hodifica.tions on the C.450 in comparison with the C.360

The general lines of the C.450 and of the C.360 are
t-he same: They have practically the sa~ilewing area, the
sane wing settiilg (flight at 100 CxrQin = 9) and the sane.
fuselage length. The changes effected were as follows:

Wing structure.-’ Two spars to accommodate the retract-——— .—_______
able land~ng gear, whereas the landing gear of the c.450
is of the fixed type. This modification involved a re-
design of the wing: as well as of the fuselage.
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The ailerons, which had proved extremely sensitivs in
1933, had a smaller area. Over each wing the fraction of
the span corre.spanding to the split flap, is 60 percent
aga”inst 40’ percent for the aileron, while in 1933 the pro-
portions were, respectively, 54 percent and 46 ‘percent for
the trailing-edge flap of the aileron.

Mr. Riffard did not attempt to provide a simultaneous
aileron control, since the thinness of the airfoil already
made it difficult to house a single aileron control on the
inside.

The split flaps proved remarkably efficient on the
symmetrical bicoavex airfoils. With such airfoils, in
fact , having a straight center line, the flap setting en-
tails a much greater curvature change of this median line
than with an airfoil that is already incurved; the Cz is,
in particular, a function of the mean curvature. Besides,
the spl,it flaps interfere less with the air stream at the
tail than trailing-edge flaps.

It may be noted in passing that the wind tunnel should
give about 20 percent less lift and much higher drag for
the thin airfoils. Mr. Riffard stated, in fact, that the
actual speed attained by his entr~es exceeds the anticipat-
ed speed, an”d that the setting in flight (estimated by eye,
it is true), is less tfi.anthe calculated setting. The
C.450 and C.460 flew therefore at a much lower Cx than
the wind-tunnel data stipulated (fig. 5).

The position of the resultant established in the wind
tunnel, on the other hand, does not correspond to the ac-
tual position. The airplane had been centered at 30 per-
cent . Counting, as customary, with an aerodynamic result-
ant located at 25 percent from the leading edge, the sta-
bilizer was given a certain setting in order to make it
support part of the load. Then one was olliged to reset
the stabilizer to zero agaii~,as a result of -which the cen-
ter of pressure was shifted beyond 25 percent of the chord.

Lastly, the tip sections of the wings of the C.450 and
460 had %een modified (sharper leading edge) in order to
reduce the lift and to minimize the vortices on the wing
tip.

l?uselage___ The width arid height were reduced 50 mm
(1*9’7==T: 25 mm (0.98 in.) on each side. The portion
lying between the wings was consequently narrowed 25 mm,
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leaving a tots’1‘area of 7.50 “m2 (80.73 sq.ft.’). The to-
-,tal wing area of the C.460 was, ‘thus, 6.97 m2 (75 sq.ft.)
-8:-0? ti~ (0.75 Sq.ft.’) = 6.90 -rQ2(74.27 sq.-ft.) .(fig-..6)..,, .,

1))~~ reduction.--——.-——.—— The total drag ‘of tlie C.360 nay be
estimated at ‘1.77, of’ which 0.8 is attributable to wingsy
0.4 to fuselage,. wheels and fairings, etc.; for’the 0.450
it was 1.6. .’ ,. ‘

The gain of 0.17 “perceilt over ‘that of the C.360 was
the result of the following refineirients:

.
8 percent smaller maximum dianeter of fuselage.

16 percent smaller naxinun dianeter of tires: 4’20 by
1.80 mm insttiad of 500 by 150 mm (16.54 by 7.09 in.
instead of 19.69 by 5.9 in.).

Surface oil cooler iilplace of cooler with separate
air intake.

Sor.lerefiilemeilts Oil the wing tips.

As concerns the loss of charge resulting from the
cooling air circulation iil the fuselage, it is not as high
as the iilcrease in power seemed to iildicate.

AS the total horsepower had been raised from 160 hp.
to 310/325 hp., it should have been necessary to double
the air scoops for an identical speed (330 km/h = 205 mi./
hr.) but, as the ailti,cipated speed was higher, one did,
theoretically, at least - the air feed %eing proportional
to it - increase the sections only about 45 perceilt.

liow as these sections kad %een increased only 20 per-
cent , the cooling at 390 km/h (242.3 mi./hr.) was nore
than anple, as already pointed out, on the occasioils of
Delmotte$s and lv[assotte~s speed records over a 100 km
(62.1 mile) track, December 20, 1933 and January 7, 1934
(LIA~ronautique, No. 175, pace 291). The fins seemed to
be. better “wiped!! by the air at high speed. The c~linder
temperature was very low; it ranged between 110 and 120°.
This is very encouraging for it brings the design of much
more yowerful engines so I-rCLCh closer within the realm “of
actuality.

Caudron 460 - The three C.460 airylanes are identical——_— _______ ●

with the c.450 except for the Charleston retractable land-

1- ——-— — —
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iag gear? The .a~ded weight is,a%out 25 pounds; tires, 420
ly ~50 ~fi(’16i5$””.by5.9 in..) (fig”.V). ‘ ~~ ,: ~~ :;.,

.. . . .. ,..

“The ‘ increased ‘drag”, which allows ttie“retractioil o.f ,
the landing gear, amounts to 4 percent. The total drag,
not including ihe cooling,’ drops ”for the- C.450;from 1..6
to 1.2; it should” %e 3..65.’to lA’70. (Se.ewith the cboling~
figs. 8, 9, a%d 10;) “ .-.. .

Caudron 12quipment
,

Caudron C.450 aid C.460”.- Renault’ 310 hp. engines:——— —_____________________
Messier s,~ock ,absorbers on the C.460 aild Charleston shock
absorb er”’son the C.450; Palmer ti”res and wheels, Baritaud
fuel tanks, IC.L,G4 spark plugs, Jaeger tachometer, Amyot
oil-p ressu.r’eg“ages, A“.M. pump s,’Ldvy fire extinguishers,
C.I.M.A. .Petrofle’x tubing, Ratier automatic propellers,
Aviorex safety belt, Badin-A6ra flight .iridicator, Jaeger
clocks, Shell ga,soline (special) , and Castrol oil.

,,

Caudron C.366.- R6gnier 210 hp. engines: Charleston——_— ________ ..
landing gear, Goodrich tires, Lodgo saayk plugs, Yorel
Nilm&lior magnetos, A’.U~”pumpi, ‘C.I.M~.ii Fetroflex tuling,
Bendix-Stromber~ PsvkY.--~;y AAmyoc 011 th ernometer and n-a-
nometer, Jaeger tachometer,’

,,
Levasseub variable-pitch pro-

peller, Morel-Krauss”: co~@ass, Badin-A6ra flight indicator,
aild Jaeger clock.

Caudron C.430 aild C.53’0.- ‘These aye modern versions_——-——__________ __________
of, the C.450 and C.460, incorporating split flaps and con-
trollable propeller. The landing gear is’ of the cantilever
type as on the c.,450. : ,.

..,.

Ca~idron C.430 - llRafale”-Co~2pe’titionll’.-———___________ The wing (9 m2
(96.9 Sq.$t.)) is,ail enlar~ement of the c.450, with the
same aspect r&tio (6.6), but the airfoil has a higher’ lift.

/“The maxi.Wum speed tias 325 km h (202 mi. /hr. ) and the cruis-
ing ~aug”e, (280.,km/h (1’74 mi./hr.]) is .520 miles. The Ben-
gali Sport engine develops 150 hp. at 2,400 r.p. m.

Caudron C. 530 - llRafale-Sporttl .- This airplane has’a
wing ~~==-~~-y~~fi=- (129.2 sq.f’t.) , resulting in” 34 kg (75
lb. ) greater weight: 7 kg (15.4 13. for” the tail, and 25
kg (55.1 lb.) for the wing. The power plant is the same
as in t’ne C.430. Maximum speed, 300 krfi/h(186.4 r,li./hr.)
a-rida cruisiilg range of 1,000 km {621.3’7 miles) at.260 knl/h
(162 mi. /hr.). The 12 mz, 9 rL2, and even 7 m2 (75.3 sq. ft.)
wings are interchangeable~
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Caudron C.460 .7A Charles to.-p.retrac.ta’ble,.landing gear;.. .
, ......is. ~e~ng installed in”the ,C,460, withthe “intention of

.breakingthe~s peed $e’cord,,oflbO km (62.1,”mile#).,and.,37krn..
(1.86.miles) (431.65 and 498.8 km/~, =.’2G8.2 and 310 mi, /hrr).
The first record, held by Jlelmotte, ..~as esta~lished’ On an
airpla.ne, with, fixed: landing sear and an .eil~i~e..develop.ing
only 310 horsepower. With l.a.nd.~ilg~~ea~retracted and the
~ossihility of drawing some 25 horsepower .~dditional. from,,’-
the eniine, speeds of from 486’ to:4q0 km/h,,(298’ to 304 mi./
hr. ) for 100 kn, and from 505 to 510 km/h (313~8 to 317.0
cli./hr.) for 3 km, are anticipated. :

,.,

IV. COIIPER ltS~REA1:l’ ‘ ..”

The ‘lStretaklt, eiltered”by ??light Lieutenant Coinper, did
not iave much chance in the ‘race (fig. 11) . Fitted with a
Gipsy liajor of 3ut 6.125 liters (373.8, cu. in.) capacity,
and 145 horsepower, it had a win~” area of ~,ore-than 1 E@
(10.76 sq. ft.)” greater than that of the Caudrail entries.
T~& 1’St ieak’l really could I)ass rather for a fast siilgle-
seat sport airplane: open cockpit , wheels partially retract-
able , tail s?.zidnot fai,red, aileron coi~trol by rods and le-
vers - all these factors reduce the syeed. Then, it b-as no
flaps ilor varia%le-pitch propeller, b-ut is fitted with wheel
brakes, and it lias a cruising, railge of lt 600 km (994 i~iles).

Two cxcelloilt descriptiolis of the llStreakll~lave llcen
published in The Aeroplane, April 16, and illF.light$ April
19, 1934.

13-quipraent.- Dowty shock absorbers, Dunlop wheels and-———
tires, Beudix. brakes, Fairey propeller, Tho~#son-Boothly
cowling clips, K. L~G. spark plugs, Smith instruments;
tu.rn-aild-bank indicator , and a Reid and Sigrist pitch level.

V. POTEZ 532 a:ld 533

The i?otez Company had two ei~tries, developed from the
?otez 53, t]le.winner of the first Deutsche de la Meurthe
race: the 532. (fig. 12) and the 533. T]le reader is referred
to L!A:\roila-,~.tiquc, Ju-ly 1933, pages 151-154, for a d~scrip-
tiOil Of type 53. The 1933 pow~r p.lailtwas a potoz 9 B, de-
veloping 3J0 horsepower. The corresponding figures for the
1934 i.lodelsare, 365 horsepower at 2,.800 r.p. m.
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Potez 532. - The tyFe 532 is similar to last yearts
model, but has been cleaned up in an attempt to gain a few
miles per hour. .The Wing area has been slightly increased,
from 7 m2 (75 sq.ft.) to 8 ma (86 sq.ft.). The wing tips
are thinner, the span was increased from 6.65 m (21.8 ft.)
to ‘7.20 m (23.62. ft.). The fuselage modification consisted
in lengtheniilg the elliptical section rear portion, making
tlie total length 5.90 m (19.3 ft.) instead of 5.40 m (17.7
ft.) (figs. 13 and 14).

Wheels with 500 by 150 mm (1.9.69 by 5.9 in.) tires
mere substituted for the 420 by 180 mm (16.54 %y 7.09 in.)
used last year. This “has enabled the.wheels to be more
completely lodged in the wing. The retraction is practi-
cally complete, except for part of the fork and it was
fairad in. The cabin windshield was lengthened in the
front. The roof of the cabin is held by two shock-absorber
cords hooked over two half pulleys; a slight pressure with
the thumb releases it. The ventilating pipe of the pilot~s
cockpit is faired in by a flat rib extending from the wind-
shield fortiard, and empties above the N.A. C.A. cowling.
The pilot can regulate the supply of air by a valve. 111
last yearls model the fa.iring of the pilotfs cockpit did
not exte-nd to the fin. Trailing-edge flaps have been fit--
ted %ctwcen the fuselago aild the ailerons. (See fig. 15. )

Potez 533..- The 533 resemlles in its general lines
the 532 model, but has”a slightly smaller ~ii~g area, a
greater power plailt, and a Ratier automatic propeller.
Compared with the type 53 of 1933, the modifications are
as follows:

Wing.- Increased wing area, from ‘7.20 m2 to 7.60 mz.——
(’77.5 to 81.8 sq.ft,), and aspect ratio from 6.65 m to
7.10 m (21.8 ft. to 23.3 ft.). I’ull-span ailerons and
flaps, newly designed wing fillets, decreased relative
thickness at wing tips (fig. 16).

l?uselage___ The fuselage is longer than in 1933, lut.-———..—
less than for the 532 model; 5.72 m (18.’77 ft.) instead of
5.40 El (17.’7 ft.). Its diameter was reduced by 50 cm (19.7
in..) (fig. 17).

Aft of the rear longeron the construction is of the
monocoque type, which.makes for letter wing fillets and
fairings, as well as a reduction in size of the success-
ive couples. The pilot~s seat was dropped to the bottom
of the fuselage, w~lich puts his head lower~ The 500 by
150 wheels allow a more complete retraction in the wing.
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. . . . . . ,Wind-Tunnel Tests of Ring .Cowling (figs. 18.-.20)
. ..... ,,,,,,.~... ......L“,..–, :..

The pote’z design sectipn””test,ed three diffe~e.n.t fusel-
ages (Nos.. .1, 2, and 3) (fig., .18) with five ty~es of.ring
cowling (cowls A, B, C, D, and E). Outwardly, C is identi-
cal with B, but it is fitted witi~ inside baffles. Each
‘cowl; aside from its identifying letter, is defined’ by its
length-diameter ratio L/D. To illustrate: the three Al
points. in figure 17 give the results with.fuselage ITo. 1
and cowling A; for $he Al, farthest to the left,, the length
of the cowl. equaled 45 percent of its “diameter; for the
middle point, 60 percent,. etc. Forty some tests were made,
of which only a few are shown. The mean drag T (in grams)
is plotted against the length-diameter ratio L/D for a
10 m/s (32.8 ft./see.) tunnel speed. The equation of this

straight liile is T = l.O$TO (4.5- 3.5;). To = 23.6 g

(0.052 lb. ) represents the drag of the fuselage alone.
It is seen that the dra~ becomes less as the ilose of the
cowl becomes longer.

&L~&th Of COW1 - With very loilg nose cowls, the tom-———— ______ ●

plete fuselage and engine cowled in reveals practically
the same drag as a well streamlined solid without inside
circulation (figs. 21 to 24). In particular, the closing
of the eiltry of the cowl, as well as its aililular exit ,open-
iilg, does not reduce the drag; the circulation of tl.e air
inside does not appear to set Up any additional drag with
a very long nose cOWliilg. ~TOW the turbulence of t~le flow
around the cylinders, etc., represents quite a drag. If
the latter does ilOt appear, it is Yecause the circulation
a~ouild the pro”file of the cowling - the circulation which
exists oilly when the flol,~is produced On contact of the
t~o sides of,the wing - must give an aerodynamic reaction

‘R, directed toward the outside, whOse horizontal compo-
nent, having the sense of a“ thrust,” balances ~~ithin narrow
experimental limits the drag due to i-nside roughness’,

.
Baffles.-’ The drag of sufficiently Iollg cowlings “mani-— .——___

fests itself the same, regardless of the design and posi-
“ tion of baffles, so that the selectioil of’ baffles needs

only to be governed by the cooling requirements. This
result , at first surprisiilg, is implicitly contained iil
the coilclusions of the preceding paragraph, conformable””’to
which the closing of the entrance and exit openings of the
cowls does not lower the dra~, provided the nose of the
COW1 is long enough. The iilterilal baffles may be consid-
ered as more or less efficieilt shutters.



The “ah’ov-e”“ihterpretatiofi”s’as well” as many oth’er’”int er-
.

esting statements were given %y Nr. Jarry~ Director,, of Re-
.se”a’Ych’of “t’h”~Pot’e”zCo”i@a~l&, du,r’i-~ga.con”fere”nce 11.eldlast
Ma{y at Li,lle, ‘oh t:k’e~occasiofi ‘of the ‘inaugurate’o”n of the

“- Ihstitute, f’~r Fluid “~lech,ani”csi ““ ‘“ “,
.,,

i30dy-Witig:Fillets of” t~le Potez ,532: (’figs. ’25 an’d 25 A-E).:,..,. :.:. .. . . ... .. ..

~‘“The body= win”~ ‘fill~ts ‘ap’pearto >e int cresting only
~for flight’ at high ang>es of attack.’ Let u& compare (fig.
25A) th~ polars of ail ai’rplane’‘with thick mono~la’ne wing”

:’o%tained tiith and’ without fi’l”lets(:“They ,a’re “SUbSt@iltial,ly
.,. coincident in ‘the zone AB at””low an~les of atta”ck, which,:,.

correspoild to’h’i~h speed., %ut “they &i”verge’ for high Cz .
.,:, . ...”, ..’”,. .

The polar Without fille$ has. a cornpa,ratively low max-
imum C~ with a sudden drop in lift; contrariwise , the

polar with fillets ‘reaches’signif.i’cant” ‘Cz ‘ with a stretched-,.,.
out maximum. In certai”n types of airplanes the fillets- are
therefore of importance only for flight at large ailgles,
particularly, at landing? , ,- ,.,

So’ far as. speed. is concerned, ” these fillet s”are rath-
er an impediment : They must be visualized as r.eplaci-ng in
each section.”,an airfoil i~ell’d-efined Yy ’the mo”re or le~s.
round contol~”rs~ .fbr.which tae wind tunnel has heretofore
no recognized place ‘of sat isfactory.. streamlining. The.
Lockheed co-mpany, for instailce, has stated that its twin-
eilgiileElectra 5.s almost 3 miles’ per hour faster without,
than irith fillets, Tilis may equally, be the case with the
Potez eqtri es, w’hich fly at .Cz = 17 percent. T~le following
may aid in understanding the operating mechanism of fillets.

Take a w~ti~.aloile with a s-pinwise lift distribution
as shown by the ellipt”icai. curve .C of figure 25B. The
insertion of .a fuselage in the middle of the wi-ng disturbs
this; distribution ~,nd gives a curve of interrupted distri-
,tution - Qerhaps of thesha-pe of Cl (fig. 25 C). The re-

s,ult is ‘a 10ss of lift substantially proportional to the
negatively’ shaded area - a loss of lift which is more an-
noying. at landiilg and at take-of$ thail at. ‘nigh speed,
where c~ is always superabu-ndant .. A well-designed fil-
let re-est,ablishes the Cz curve and transforms it some-
wha~ as G“ (fig. 25D),
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Wing Tillets of the Potez 533 (figs. 26 A-E)

!,. _.

One important -conception. .for, the des,i~n.of fillet s
is that of divergen ce. The phenomenon is particularly no-
ticeable with conical fuselages, such as the Potez. The
air fi~amenfis, striking the edge of the cowling, do not
endeavor to pass along the fuselage, despite the annular
blast produced by the exit ring. On the contrary, they
diverge in profile (fig. 25E) and in plan (fig. 26A) in
such a way that the rear o-f the fuselage is immersed iil a
disturl)ed zone, And it is this zone which, when becoming
enlarged toward the tail, sets up, on contact with the
tail surfaces, the so-called “tail buffeting.’f

This divergence recalls the separation of flow noted
iil a diffuser whose angle on the top exceeds 7° (fig. 26B).
It is said that if this coning angle is reduced to 7° by
resorting to filling volumes, the separation no longer
occurs (fig. 26C). It is the same in the case of the air-
plane. The elimiilation of the zone of disturbance with a
fillet (shaded areas iil figs. 26D and 26E) obliges the
air stream to hug the wing roots without separating.

A well-desigiled fillet should provide for divergence
in plaile and profile. A trailing edge iil dihedral merely
seems to compensate the divergence in plane only, whereas
a rounded. trailing edge also takes into account the di-
vergence illprofile. It is pointed out that latest re-
searches attempt to coilsider also the twist of the propel-
ler slipstream. Logically, the two fillets of a wing
should tie dissymmetrical for a siilgle-engine airplane.

After this digression, we return to the description
of the Potez 533. Referring to the fuselage, the longitu.-

~ diilal aild plan forms, connected by reference lines carry-
ing the number of transverse sections from O to 6, are
shown in figure 21: at left, transverse sections with lon-
gitudiilal sections A,3,C (vertical) and D,I!,l?(horizontal);
at rig’nt, diagram for drawiilg frames 3 to 6. Section O
is a circle with 840 mm (33.1 in.) diameter, the other be-
ing formed by four circular arcs tatigent two by two. Yor
example, section 1 C’OilSists of the joining of a circle of
radius R with two circular arcs of radius
(14.37 in.); section 2,

r = 365 mm
of a circle of radius R! witil

two circular arcs of r! = 180 mm (7.09 iii.). The plot-
tiilg of the arcs for sections 3 to 6 is indicated by the
figure at the right and by the rear part of the plan viem~
Five typ’es of fillets were tested in the wind tunnel for
the Potez 533. .-
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Ta”~l’:sur.fa.ces.’- Slightly- ?educe,d. as.a -:r:e.suitof the—.— .—. .-.—..
leng,t,he,nedfuselage , so that the moment rema”ins th’e same-

.. .. . ,., , ,’. ... . .... . ..:... ‘.....
‘ Pbw’er&iart -“ The” oil coole~’ u~~er t.,kef~sela~e .w.as. —————. ,.-—s_ ●

r eplac e~d %y a “.co”ol.er of wel,ded ,ra.lumin~m tubes, rnount.ed is..
froil$’”of” th-e:“cyl’iilde”r’sand forming a defle,ct,d,:~...4 long-
ilO-Se“cowling. “The alt erat ioils enabled a, 2 ~.e,rcent reduc-
tion iildtiag,” “thus result ing ‘ina.:ga’in of lQ percent c.om-
pare,d ,with .tlie’53 of 1.933, dens.pite tke more stringent
t’ake-off ‘.amd“.laridingtests. , “. .,.. :,,

: ~ql~~pment of the potez .’532 and 533
,.

Power plant .- Type 9 Bb 350 hp. engine; A.M. pumps,———. -.
Z6nith carburetor, C.l. U.A.. petroflex. twbing, ‘Aivaz oil

‘ cooler, R.B. Voltex magiletos, Avis spark plugs, La Pyre-
m6trie Industrielle “type engine thermometer, .Amyot oil-
pressure indicator, Bourdon manomete r,, Levasseur fixed
“pitch propeller on the Potez .532,,and a ,Ratier automatic
propeller ozi“the 533, Le’vy fire extinguisher, Messier oleo -
pileumatic shock absorbers, Goodrich, wF.eels and tires, Avio-
nine-Duco dope, Badin” flight in:dieator, and A~ra compass
(figs, 27 to 29).

. . . ,,

VI. CHARLES TOP RI!TRACT!ABLE’ LANDING, GEARS 01! THE C.460

They were of the fork type. Eat@ fork, mounted oil
universal joint near the front longer on, is made to pivot
rearward and upward” by m-cans o.f a lower lifting j<ack .’vi

(fig. 30) and upward and toward t~le center a%out an axis
parallel to the flight direction “Dy means of an upper
lifting jack Vs. The first r,otation clears the wheel dur-
ing retraction, the second retracts it into the wheel well.
The jacks are operated by oil pressure (fig. 31). After
retraction the openings are partly closed by the flanges
Carryi.ilg the’ “landing gear ar.d partly ky the automatic fair-
ing ~lat es..‘

. . The Charleston system comprises (fig. 30) an oil pump
P which aspires the oil at a ir.to the tar.k R (short
arrows) and discharges it in r - middle co:~ilection of dis-
tributor D - when valve rl is clused, or in cylinder B
when r! is open. Iilprinciple, the pump serves only to
fill the cylinder B. The cylin&er 3 .c~ilstitutes the
energy accumulator of the system. A. free yiston divides
it into two cha,illbers:one receiviilg the oil under pressure
from “the pumps; the other being filled with compressed air.
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-‘~he””’:mechanicraises the pressure up to 100’”kg/cm2; which
requires from 15 to 20 minutes of pumping.

..” The cylinder is large enough for two. r’aising and low-
ering operations, after which the pressure dropsto 50 kg/
cm~ (701.2 lb./sq.in.) , which still leaves a s,afe margin
of 10 kg/cmz. ;,

The distributor D, mounted on the tank, has three
conilections: r, for the pump pressure (when rt is closed) ,
or”the”cylinder pressure (“~hen rt is open and the pump .not
operating) , and d and e conhecti~g with the oil intalke
pOl+S: d~, for, lowering, and et, for retrac-ting, on the
lifting jacks. Tailk R contains fresh air..

Met’hod of ~aising and lowerin&.--—_————_—_——____ ______ _______ Oilly a simple turn of
a valve is necessary after the cylinder has %een filled.

Retraction.- ~{o~e the handle of distributor———— _—____ D into
positioa e, which coilnects e with r, then open r!.
The oil uuder pressure flows back from 3 into the pipes
(full lines following the long arrows ii~ continuous dashes) .
The pressure reaches the jacks ,V~ and Vs but it first ac-
tuates Vi because its piston is larger than that of Vs;
the wheel itself has a tendency to tip rearward under the
effeCt of t’he relative wind. Lastly, the weight and the
arms of t’he levers are SUCh as to require less force to
move Vi than Vs. ThUS Vi absorbs the whole energy
during the first “instants of pressure expansion in the
cylinder B. Vi contracts 98 mm (3.86 in.) , which talkes
about 3 seconds of a total of 5 seconds, during which the
maneuver lasts, then it stops withov.t being locked.

Subsequently, the whole pressure is available for
Vs which, strictly speaking, does the raisihg. The oil,
expelled from the chambers of the jacks, flows into the
pipes (heavy dashes), reaches distributor D. at d, and
flows back into the tank. After raising, all cohnectioil
between cylinder and jacks is interru~ted by closing r:.

No mechanical locking has been provided for the raised
position. Ordinarily the oil pressure holds the wheels
in that position, lut if, after a certain time, the pres-
sure should drop, as shown on the pressure” gage in t’he
cockpit, a few strokes of the pump suffice to correct it.
The pressure should be kept between 30 aild 70 kg/cm2
(426.’7 and 995.6 lb. /sq. in.).
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.:Lo:werin~. - Set dist.rilmt.o,r.,handle.to ,d , q,nd op~n—.-_———— r~e
The oil flows from B , to, D and, pass e.s t“hrough t,he pre-
vious lines in oppo”site “direction ‘(long arrows with
das~les). Upon reaching .th.eend of extension,, the .,jacks
are ,’automat.ically locked. ,.The p-il.otis’advised” ,of the
locking ,by four signal li~hts on the instrument board -
one l“ig’htfo’r each jack.

.,, .

Description and Operation. of Lifting Jacks. .
,.

We only describe the upper lifting j~ck .Vs (fig.,,
31), siilce it is identical with the loi~er jac7k Vi ex-

cept ‘for the locking of V~ after netr”action. The :jack

cOilSist S of tmO rods T and” Tt; T! is mount ed in T by
a ,screw v witl. four threads of 15 mm (0.59 in. ) diame-
ter and 20 mm (0.78 in. ) pitch’. Each, rod carries a ,gjuide
key: K, for T, Xl for Tt. K is of sufficient length
to prevent. T, from turning, while K! is designed to be-
coiile,free at the ‘end of the contraction to allow locking.
A plunger P“ int”egral with” T tlivides the inside of ,V9
i~lto two chambers, C and” C1, vllich alter ~ately re”ceive
tle pressure of the oil: connect”ioil el for raising, aild
d! for lower iug. Ti actuates t’he arm which prolongs the’
la,ading gear fork (3 in fig. 30) }y means’of stirrup c,
which forms the end of T1l. ‘“

Retraction (exteilsion). - The oil, upoil reachin~ et ,——_______________ _______
enters chamber C and. compresses P, while the oil in
cl flows to the distri”outor and tank via d! aild.d. T
moves to the rig’ht without turning. T1 , locked lengthw-
ise iil V (fig. 31, right, below) , cannot turn round. it-
self; it is screwed into T, through v, ui~til seated
in the bottom of the rod after 5 mm travel.

When T~ seats in T, T1 has turned 90°, and V,
which also has turned 90°, is in free position. Ti be-
ing at this instant integral with T, is pushed toward
the right. V detaches from the opening of its seat and
key K! slips iil its guide (fig. 31, left, bottom).
There is no blocking at the end of the stroke. The pres-
sure of the oil “oalances, as stated previously, the weight
of the laildiilggear.

Lowering.- The oil under pressure eilters through d!
into Cl; since T1 cailnot turn (“K! gui,ded), T and Tt
pull” the whole toward the left. &t the instant K~ leaves
its guidance, V is before its seat., Since T may slide
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hac~z’%ut not tu’in, w~.ereas T1 , stopped “longitudinally
by”” V, : may Oill~’tUril while sliding back,fvunscrews 5 mm’,.. .
(0.2’ iii.)”and “,V”“lo”c~:sat ‘900’-,Which- closes--an electric
contact ‘with the mass on key K~ in’ the last 5° of rota=,
tion (see section YY, fig. 31, top) for posting on the” iil-
strum,ent board.,,: ,, ,.,

‘TEe advantages of the Charleston oleo-pneumatic drive
are ‘as follows: ~

.

Possibility of effecting complex movements, difficult
to execute by purelY mechanical means. The landing gear
is eclipsed rearward and up~”ar’dtoward” the center; both
operations are fii”sti-net.

Quickuess of maneuver: 5 seconds for raising aild 3
seco-nds for lowering in the C0460.

Simplicity of drive. The pilot needs to make only
one movemeilt for raising or lowering, ilamely: open a valve.

The weight of oile upper lifting jack Vs, is 2.5
pounds. The increasei we~gkt, due to the retraction sys-
tem, is about 27 pounds.

The Charleston retractable landing gears were, as a
matter of fact , i_iOtflounted 0-5 the three C.4-60 airylanes
It a~pears that the hinges A (fig. 30) had flattened
out during the tests on the gro-end, resulting, during the
rotations of the forks, iil stresses not foreseen in the
d.esigilof the jacks aild coilsequently, in danger of jamming”
while being operated.

The chailces of seizing would have been even less if
the liquid errployed in the lifting jacks had had adequate
lubricatin~ power. In fact, the pipe lines were filled
with an oil.used for %ralke gears - an oil for which, above
anything else, a low freezing point is desirable.

The added stresses on the jacks because of the hinges
A, thus au&mented the friction in tile pistons and the mul-
tithreaded screws, excessively, To replace the hinges and
to overhaul the whole oleo-pneumatic system Oil the eve Of
the race, was impossible. Hence the Caudroil and ‘the Charles
companies very wisely decided “to remove the jacks alto-
gether and sub’&titute ~us]l rods. The makeshift fairiilgs
were decided upoil a few hours before the race. The speed
of the C.460 Was” lowered about 35 to 40 km/n (22 to 25 mi,/
hr.) as a result.

.,.-—.—.-,—.. ——,-..,. ., . -,..-,.— -...—.—...—-.._..—.—.—--—
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The la.st-miyute elimination of the retractable landing
gears oil the Caudron entries, has. given rise to a certain
dec.ep?ion: the average speed of the, winner had to be a
goo”~ 100 km/h (62.1 mi. /hr. ) faster than that of D&tr~ in
1“933;.,.’,!’...;,.

The Charleston company employed a nove’1 system of sig-
nals. for showing the pilots of t~he C.460 the.posi.tion of
the lailding gears. Two’ square l-meter panels were placed
near the finishing line: a pailel for each wheel. The code
was as follows (fig. 32):
. .

.,
“White squares: landing gear down
Red squ~res: landing gear raised
Green squares: both halves half down
1 white and 1 red: wheel down on green side

and raised oil red side.

This novel idea may be employed more frequently, even oil
airports, oilce the retractable landing gear has come into
‘more general use.

~I~c THE RATIER AUTOMATIC PROPELL13R

The outstanding feature of this propeller is the in-
Genious solution of anchoring the “~lades by helicoidal
ball bearings.

The ceiltrifugal force tei~ds to pull the tilade out of
its socket, Consequently, if the blade root is not mount-
ed on a soc”~et, as with an ordinary ball beari-ng, but on a
thread - and. even by screwing on balls so as to reduce
friction - the thread forces the blades to turn around
themselves. This turning tends to raise or lower the
pitch, according to whet’her t’he screw turns in oile or the
other direction. Besides, the %lade obeys the pivoting
constraint more readily as the thread becolilesmore verti-
cal.

The centrifugal force, aside from its tendency to
pull out, which is a function of the total r.lassof the
$lade, sets up a so-called lihlade torque,” which tends to
rotate the blade about its own axis - a torque which de-
pends upon the distribution of this mass and therefore on
the blade design, the curvature of the neutral axis, etc.

This tcrque has a well-defined direction. To employ

. .. .. .
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ail aerodynamic simile: Tlie propeller tends to “feather”
fr,om the mass point of view;>,,.: that is to say, at static
thrust-it tendk’t”o bring ‘the-mean-plane of-its. blades in-
to the plane of rotation, aild in flight, to dispose i.%
probably, in the plane tangent to the helicoidal path de-
scribed. The torque tei~ds to lower the pitch.

Ratier~s method of helicoidal anchoring, has enabled
him to obtain, with an appropriate direction and pitch of
the thread, compoilents equal in direction of this thread
aild opposite $0 the centrifugal force and the torque of”
the blade (fig. 33). The result is - we shall disregard
the .,secondary factors: aerodynamic reactions, etc. - that
the propeller is in a sort of neutral equilibrium, and the
rotation of the blades about their owil axis may be con-
trolled with little effort, whetiler for raising or lower-
ing t’he pitch.

The mounting of balls between the paths which consti-
tute the thread give the helicoid.al ailehorage ail aspect of
mechanical refinement, but does not alter the principle of
functioning.

In the original Ratier propeller the pilot controlled
the pitch setting by means of a set of Gears and racks.
This was subsequently changed to an electric motor with
high-reduction-gear ratio and finally, to automatic con-
trol to relieve the pilot of all responsibility (fig. 34).

The number of parameters from which automatic coiltrol
may be obtained is considerable: r.p.m. , poi?er, attitude,
and speed. OGe may, conceivably, desi<n an automatic con-
trol which allows for these three factors, but it yrobably
will involve disturbing complications. Iht fortunately,
the problem lends itself to modifications. Thus , for the
airplanes entered in the race, th~ altjtude and the r.p.m.
were assumed constant, leaving oi~lY the speed as signifi-
ca-nt factor. The sensitive speed element of the Eatier
propeller is an anemometric plate or di~ph~-agm. icd~an
reaching a certain speed, a spring located in the hub is
released and causes the pitch to increase.

Figures 35A-C illustrate the Ratier propeller. Fig-
ure 35A is a sectional view; the porticn to the right of
ZZ conforms to the design, while that t~ the left is
slightly diagrammatical. C is the support cover of the
rubber bag, E, the control screw for the low- aild E! , for
the high-pitch setting, K, the key, (), the case housing
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.. ,,
valve, V, P, the ~iston, ,R, the spring’, V, the rubber
bag, b, the’ ktiob-regulating .d~aphragn ‘rT, e, the shoulder
of the blade root, j,the clearance of the slide block
in its passage opening, and p, the valve tip.

The design is easy to read. The blade root, of dural-
u.mi-~,is seated in a steel collar in which the “thread form-=
ing one of the hall races is cut; the screw is single-
threaded. At the base of the root is the roller bearing
for centering the blade in the hub; S denotes the serra-
tion of the end locking sleeve.

T]le number of balls for tile 300 to 350 horsepower en-
gines of the Coupe Deutsch type is 435 pep blade as com-
pared to 850 in the first Ratier propeller of 3.10 m (10.17
ft.) diaineter, designed for a 450 horsepower engine. Tor
the Potez 9 Bb engine, the outward pull oil end blade is
15 metric t.o~ls(33,069 lb.) a% 2,500 r.p.m.., or a pull of
34 kg (75 “lb.) per ball. This load may be increased to
50 kg (110 lb.) or even more, without revealing any sign
of flattening or ja~llmiilg. In the 310 hp. Renault, the load
also is of the order of 15 tons, Imt at 3,000 r.p.m. (1.80
m (5.9 ft.) as a~ainst 2.10 m (3.89 ft.) diameter). The
speed could be raised to 3,500 r.p.m. without adverse ef-
fect on the 3.96 mm (0.156 in.) balls.

The mechailism and operation of the automatic control
are as follows (figs. 35 aild 36):

The spriDg R tends to -push the piston P forward,
tut a rubber bag V inflated with air to a pressure of 7
to 8 k[;/cmz (99.6 to 113.8 lb./sq.in.) %alances the ten-
sion of R. Tlie back of P is a slide in which two slots
(one for each blade) are cut, in which the shoulder e on
the “olade root, engages.

Actually, shoulder e is not cut directly in the
root, ‘Gut iil a piece of steel keyed on to the root by key
K; likewise, e does not engage directly in the slot
(fig. 35C) but ‘by means of a broi~ze ring not silown’. It is
seen that vhen P a~ldL its slot shift parallel to the
thrust axis the shoulder e aild the blade are. constrained
to rctate.

The sL5.de fits with a certain clearance (fig. 35C),
but is laterally guided by two adjustable bronze studs.

,..

—.---.. . ..——..-. .,. .. . . . ..
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This device, by slightly offsetting the slot, enables vari-
ations of tile initial blade-setting ailgles and also gives..
a working clearan”’c”e.-“---This‘diaphra-gm IT is an easy fit on
the operating cylinder O. Wheil, as a result of the speed,
the dynamic pressure acting oil IT is sufficient, knob b -
integral with m - bears on needle p of (an ordinary au-
toinobile valve) v. V is deflated, P moves forward, and
the pitch increases.

To, open v requires a dynamic pressure estimated at
50 g per 1 kg/cmz pressure in V plus a fixed margin of
100 g per 1 lig/cmz to allow for friction. For V= ‘7.5
kg-/cma , it re uires a pressure of 4’75 g per 1 kg/cm2,

?and for 8.5 kg cmz, one of 525 g per 1 kg/cm2 on IT. The
diaphragm n is round and has a diameter of 65 mm (2,56
in.). When V is inflated to 8.5 kg/cmz, the speed for
change to high pitch should be about 230 to 240 km/h (143
to 149 :Ji./hr.). However, it is difficult to give an ex-
act figure as the flow about the diaphragm n is not ac-
curately known.

The nuts E and E! (fig. 35A) serve as piston stops.
By tightening E iil the directio-n of the solid-line ar-
row, the pitch can le slightly lowered, while by unscrew-
ing Et iil direction of tile dashed-line arrow, the pitch
may be raised. El is fitted on the eild of cover C,
which fits inside the hub; C serves as supporting cover
or holder for the inflated bag.

Figure 36 shows the disassembled pitch mechailism
slightly different from the elemeiltary figure 35. Reading
from left to right: E! is the adjustin~ nut for high pitch;
B, the stop limiting high-pitch iilcrease (it serves for
retarding E~] E, the ~lut limiting low-pitch decrease; P,
the piston with one of the diagoilal slots iilwhich the
shoulder of one of the blade roots engages; R, the return
spring, which. returns the blades to high-pitch setting; r,
the spring clip of piano wire, holdiilg the diaphragm D
iil place; c, the valve-actuating cap (same as knol b in
fig, 35A); G, support cover of iilflated bag; D, the dis-
phragm (or anemometric plate IT, on fig. 35A) from which c
projects; O, the operating cylinder housing the valve; V,
the rubber hag inflated to 7 or 8 kg/cn2 (99.6 to 113.8
lb./sq.in,).

The followinG table gives tile characteristics of the
different variable-pitch propellers used in the race.



Characteristicsof the Variable-PitchPropellers

Fotez 533 (Lemoine);
Potez 9 5b engine,
350 hp. at 2800
r.p.m., on torque
st”@d; Ratier propel-
led ...................

Caudron 460 (Delmotte),
(La.combe),(Monville);
Renanlt engine,310 hp.
at 30C0r.p.m. on
torque stand;Ratier
propeller .............

Caudron366-’’Atalante”
(Massotte);Rc?gnieren-
gine, 217 hp. at 2400
r.p.m. on torque stand;
Ra,tierpropeller5 .....

Levasseurpropeller...~
.———

(m x3.28028 : ft.)
?

—-—
m

t

m

2.10

1.80

1.50

1.50

deg.

I

I
I

1.90 1.50 i 24

1*95 24.5
1

.— .

2203

2650

2300

deg.

m

2.40

2.40

2.45

2.756

?

36

364

36.5

39.5

25003

2900

2400
1

(kg x2.20M

s’
,bJl

a)
E=

kg

25

21.500

21.500

22.750

z lb.)

~The pitch forthe Ratier propellersis that measured (0.60m (1.97 ft.)) from the thrust axis.
‘The pitch for the Ratier-propellersconsideredbest by the flyers, b~~tmay have been changedby

the Potez company for the race
3During first flight only. For 4*5!6s see footnotes,page 31.
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Tive. entr.i”esused. the Ratier automatic. propeller
(fig.: .3.7),..on_eof_,y~ic,h was the winner. They. f,uqctioned
exce.11.entIy, but f“o~ Letioin”e-~s”Po-t.ez’533,. in which th-e.
dtaphragm ,‘n. %ecame distorted during a start in the sec-
o.nd half of the race and caused hi s’withdrawal from the

,, . . .. . . ,’

The Ratier company is at pr.e’sent,engaged in perfecting
a ~ositive pitch setting drive using compressed air.

,,. ,, .,.
.

VIII. THE LIEVA SSIIUR MAiTUALLY G~ERATX~ PROP E.LL~R
..

.. ..
.’

The Levasseur .pro.peller intended for the R&gnier en-
gine was required to absorl in flight , 210 to 215 horse-
power at 2,400 r.p. n.; the predetermined diameter was 1.95
m (6.4 ft.) (fig. 38).
.. ——— ——————_____ __________ ____ ______________________________ ______

(Continued from pa{;e 30. )

4The 36y pitch corresponds to a Speed of 430 “km/h (267.2
mi. /hr.) , which the airplane ~~ould,have reached if the re-
tractable landing gead had functioned properly. In fact,,
the propellers of the two C.460 air>lanes of Delmotte aild
iionville - which shotild have been flown at ‘between 380 and
400 k’m/h (236 a’2il248.5 mi./hr. ) , turns n“ot included - were,
for the ~’ir:t half of the race set at, 347, the same as that
of Arnoux. Yor the seco’nd,section of the race, Del~,Otte~ s
propeller was reset to 33.57, in order to enable the pilot
to increase the revolution speed. Thus the result is SU”W
stanti.ally as follows (the mean speed being that figured
for Oile lap):
C.460, l:~nd~ilggear re- ~ 420-430 @,l/h (261-267 mi. /hr.)

tract,ed {at 2900 r.p. n.., setting ‘367.

C. 450, fixed landing gear, -385-395 km/h (239-245 mi. /hr.)
well faired ~at 2900 r.p.lil., setting 347.L

C.4G0, fixed landing gear, ‘3’75-385 M~/h (233-239 rni./hr.)
makeshift fairi.ng ~at 2900 r.par,l.,,,setting ~4y a::d

/) 385-395 T:cih (239-245 ni. /hr. )
~at 3000-3050 .r. pono , setting

~ k33m5y.
A Ratier autonatic propeller had been prepared for the
Caudron 366, Rr$gnier engine, for which, however, a Levas-
seur c’o.ntrollahle type propeller was substituted at the
last ninut.e.

6Collsta.-It yitch propeller.
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‘A’s&all scale r~odel 1.5 n (4.92 ft. ) in di’ame.te-rwas
te”s”ti~ti~:tn::thelarge, vind tuni~el of the Issy-les--Motilineaux
la%o’ra$d~~~:(see graph, fig. 40). !l!’hepropeller u“sed.for
tlie‘rad’e’i’=”now being tested in the sane tutinel. Compari-
son of tile rest.lts of tests” nade under ideiltical test coil-
dit ions should yield soue interesting ii~fornation on scale
effect. In addition, distortions are to %e investigated

:“%:ythemetliod develo~ed %y Connan’dant Ledoux.*
,).“, ,, ,’”

The nodel had a constant pitch of 2.2 ~ n (7.38 in.),
which save a blade setting angle of 35° 37 for the sec-
tioil a%”O’~”5“~:~(1.64 ft.) ‘fron the hub;-’The pitch ratio
was 1.5. It was run at lj700 r.p.n., the tunnel speed V
%ei:lg changed u.p to 70 n/s (229.7 ft./see.), this enabling
va~i&ti’o.~‘Of fror~ Oto 1.’65. ~ The r.laxirmuneffi-“y=nD/V
ci~ilcy”“of-”0.8was reached with y = 1*15.

. ....

Assuning a rate of revolutioil in flight of .2~40Q
r.p.zl~, the opt irmm speed for this setting is:

/V = 1.15 X 40 X 1.95 = 324 km h (201 mi. /hr. ) ““
. .

“~s the speed of the airplane in the race ~~as 360 ~cm/~.” :
(’223.7 mi. /hr.),

,.

it may Ye iilferred that the efficiency
of the propeller exceeded ,80 percent, or that the po”wer
,developed in flight actually. exceeded the stated valUeS**

The propeller was again tested at 1,700 r.p.m., but
with 1;40 ~itch-diameter ratio, equivalent to a %lade set-
.tiilgof 34° for the section at 0.50 m (1.64 ft.) from the
axis. This time the efficiency rose to 83 percent for
y == 1.10.

. .
“The’ T and % curves in figure”:40 “revealed a solu-

tion of” continuity or separation which must be taken as
revealin~ tikchailge in the conditions of flow for a certain
value of V/nD. In other words, for a certain critical y

.-——— =- ————-- --——- - -— - -- -- .-—--———---,—. .—.-— ...—..-——.-. -—— ——_--- ....-— ..-.-.-—

*Study ‘on propeller distortions: Publications scientifiques
et techniques du Ministere de ItAir, no. 15. ~e ab-
stract, LIA~ronautique No. 167, page 37 of LIAerctech-
iique.

**The first results of the tests made at the Issy-les-
Moulineaux, on the propeller of the Ccupe.Deutsch, re-
vealed ail 83 percent efficiency. The” laboratory, how-
ever, guarantees this efficiency only within 2 percent.
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. . .
two different efficiency figures may le obtained, depend-
ing upoil the initial conditions, the turbulence, etc.

“’”TIi”is,-y valtie”””doesnot refer to- high speed but -may occur
uilder coilditions of” climb.

,,’
The propeller for” the race was des$gn’ed with constant

pit.ch..of 2.75. m (9 ft.); its pitch-diameter ratio in the
race was 1.Q,5. A ,1..0pitch ratio would have been preferable
but it,would..have called for either a higher revolution
speed - which the engine did not allow - or a reduction in
diameter, aild then ‘the propeller would not have absorbed ~
all the available power. The low pitch was obtained %y
rotatingtke blades throutih 13°. The rate of revolution
was 2,400 r.p.m. (with high pitch) for the first half and
2,300 r~.p.m. for. the last half of the race, the power de-
veloped by the engine being 210-215 and 205 horsepower,
respectively

In the static test”the propeller turned at 2,300
r.p.m. , the blades set. at low pitch, whereas it could not
exceed 1,600 r.p.me with the high pitch setting. The gap
of 700 r.p.m. allowed by the pitch-changi-ng mechanism is
coilsiderable.

Dlj.rj-ngthe analysis Of the preliminary desigil the
Levasseur design %ranch included an air-flow component
parallel to the longitudinal axis of the blade, the idea
beingt hat, after, all, even when running at static thrust,
the air does not merely flow in tfi.edirectiom of the tan-
gential speed Vt (fig. 41), but along the resultant of
vt and a certain radial component in the velocity Vr
varying with the distance of the particular section from
the hub (centrifugal effect). So the successive profiles
designed by Levasseur correspond to- oblique sections such
as xx ● The chord-thickness “ratio is low, particularly
toward the tips, where it drops to 4 percent , or, for a
clzord of some 5 cm (1.97 in.) to a thickness of 2 mm (0.08
iii.) (fig. 41), which is comparable to the blade of a
kilife. The yressure faces are flat surfaces, the, “maxinum
section” or, to be precise, the culminating point of the
suction face is at almost 43 percent in contrast to the
conventional 33 perce-nt aft of the leading edge of the
blade. The rounding of the leading edge disregarded, the
section would tend to the piano-co-nvex form. The geomet-
rical torsion is only that resulting from the 2.75 m (9
ft.) constant pitch.

The forwarQ. tilt of the ~lades (figs. 39 and 41) was
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“. ,: calculated -in such a ..waythat the b}ades straighten out
in flight. Rich section in a propeller (see figs., 41 and
4.2) is subjected to the centrifugal force C and to the
thrust P, which its profile produces. The” bending which
results from P is important when rotating on “a fixed

- point,... espec~ally for a propeller with two pitch ..settings,
producing a.high thrust. In flight, where the. revolution
speed may attain ,a,llits value’and the P decrease, the
ceiltrifugal force .suffiees to straight’e”n out the blades.

,.
These facts, which are well” known, lead the propel-

ler designers to compensate the blades by giving them an
initial tilt; usually, however~.one hesitates to bend the
neutral fiber (axis) as much as the design calls for.,,.

In the Levasseur propeller, on the other hand, the
law of compensation was more strictly adhered to than
customary, whence the iloticea%le forward tilt of the
blades. It. may be pointed out that the compliance with
this law of compensation makes it possible to design a
thinner propeller; the thickness ratio at the blade tips
is 4 percent as against 5-6 percent” for’ tl.e Ratier type.

The torsion of the blade about its own axis due to the
centrifugal force, was likewise allowed for, but its calcu-
lation is confusing, particularly in the determination of
the ,pitch of the threads of the screwed fittings anchoring
the blades in the hub.

A more simple propeller than the Levasseur is, diffi-
cult to conceive. The blades are simply screwed into the
two hu% fittings. The power for raising the pitch is that
supplied by centrifugal force.

The auxiliary devices include a mechanism for return-
i~ng the blades to low-pitch setting, an interbl’ade connec-
tion ,to assure uniformity and synchronization of the pitch
changes, and a locking and driving mechanism.

Before giving a description of these auxiliaries, it
is attempted to outline the guiding principles of the de-
sig-n branch. The method of anchoriilg the blades on a
thread is now standard aild we recall the mechanism of its
operation in dealing with the P.atier propeller. “.,Here, for
a givei~ blade, is a revolution speed at which the centrif-
ugal force exceeds the torque of the blade a~ld this speed
is dependent upon the pitch of t-he thread.
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B (Centrffu”gal for”ce and torque ‘due.to centrifugal
‘force ..areboth proportional to the square of the rate of

‘the“’pttcliof:the ancliorZ’ng thre’ad, f-ourwhichr“ev”oiition; ‘“”
the forces cancel, is therefore very” exact”ly defined’ and
independent of the rate of r.e%oluti”on~

....- But here the friction in ‘the threads (friction coeffi-
cieilt 0.14) and the. elastic Teturning moment.add to the
torque ccmplex .ftinctions - s’o.me:of““subordinate signifi-
cailc,e- not only of the r,y.m. , but als~ of other varia-
bles.’ On the other hand, as” soon.’as the blade begins to
-turn, i“ts torsion mcment, w-hich depends on, the mass distri-
bution about the reference axes., “varies.

. .
It is thus clear that for a given thread pitch, the

~lllscrewing motion, which indicates a preponderance of cen-
trifugal force, is bound. to occur sometime aild will always
occur at the same revolution speed. Conversely, in order
to obtain the unscrewi-ng motion at a predetermined r.p.ril.,
the pitch of the thread must ‘be taken into account. lt
may be added that the engine vibrations favor the start of
the pitch change.

The pitch of the threads, however, is not designed to
produce the unscrewing motion but rather to effect the re-
turn to low-pitch setting, under the action of two rubber
cords at the time the r.p.m. becomes lower.

Looking at the question schematically, oile may say
that in the Ratier propeller the centrifugal force and
the centrifugal torsion momelzt lalance for a certain
thread pitch, regardless of the revolution speed, while in
the Levasseur propeller, ilo“equilibrium exists except at
a predetermined r.p.m. )

,.
Tk.e problem of helicoidal fixation, seemingly simple,

requires nevertheless careful procedure aild, if lalls are
eliminated, so “that sliding instead of rolling friction
has to be considered, surprises have to he reckoned with.

The choice of lubricant was difficult. It meant find-
iilg a commercial product not liable to gum and at the same
ti~ilewith a viscosity .(or rather the capacity o.f a lubri-
cant , to seal the surfaces under pressur’e) which does ilot”
vary excessively with temperature.

The Levasseur cor~pany experimented with a score of
substances : e-ngine oils, grease, and eve-n paraffin wax.

—
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The best ,re.suits were obtained with a graphite grease. It
is q~~~t.e’possible, to,”run the propeller withbuta ..lubr:icant;
indee,dj .the,.great,est flexibility ~n”.rotation is obta.ine,d .
with direct contact of st’eel on dura”lumin.,.:but the ques-
tion ‘cf wear is pro%lemat”-ical. “- .,. , ,.,

.,

.., ~The h,elica,l threads, five in number, assure ample se-
curity of” mounting; the load “on’the”’‘thYe”aded parts does
not exceed 150 ..kg/cfiz(2 ,133.5 1%./sq.in.) . The %hr,ead
sect.ions through the plaaes pa-ssing”.through the axis of
the blade root, are .right-’an.$le-triangles with a ]lorizon-
tal bas~ of about 5 mm (0.19”7 in. ) length; their pitch ap-
pears to be 35 mm” (1.38 in.) for an outside diameter of
t}le ge:lerating circle of 50 mm (1*97 in.) (on the hub arm) .

;iention sb.ould also be made of the difficulties en-
countered in cutting the threads, due to thefact that the
cu-tte.rr,loveslat,era’lly at “a Il”igh}speed on.,account of the
hig”h pi,tch. T,lle,five threads’ of’one arm of the hub, for
example, required 2,500’ cutting strok”es, and for the whole
propeller, 10,000 Cqts; the faces are ground by hand.
This work is more de’licate ‘for “the female threads of the
duralunin blade root than for the nale threads on the
steel hub arm., ~ ,.

The blades are returned to low pitch by two ru%%er
shock-absorber cords. The liaison between blades seems to
present no special difficulties so long as all play is
eliminated. ,. .,

As co.ncerns, the”lockitig device On the actuating gear
which will be developed to meet’ the needs arisi-ng in each
case, the’ L~vassepr’ firm is an outspoken OppOnent of ball
beariilgs and automatic control in variable’ pitch propel-
lers, and therefore considers such ‘device’sas absolutely
indispensable..

,. Description .,

Figure 44 shows the blade mou~lting of the Levasseur
propeller with starting b-andle r,lountedat the end of the
hub . 13ach blade P of duraluuin screws into all arm B
of the b-u%. A pin A integral with P extends into the

openiilgs O and O! of B and limits the angular rotation
of the blade. .’

T,w.oshock-a~sorter cords, suck as S, fastened at the
periphery of the blade root ly means of a %all fittiilg R,
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are stretched when the blades are unscrewed. ,When the rate
of revolution - and with it the centrifugal force - is re-
duced~-’f~ie”cords”’t”en-~t-o SCTGW- P- ‘-onto’B. --- = ~~~~~ -

A. sleeve M, rotatable alout the hu%i carries two
lugs which engage the ends of pins A, by ZleailsOf *WO
swivel joints r and rl. When P unscrews, M rotates
(for example, in the same direction as the hub) , alout the
hub, and at a higher speed than the hub; M rotates in
the opposite direction when the blades are tightened again,
under the action of the shoclz-alsorber cords.

Sleeve M has two openings O and 0~, in which the
studs e ailtiet of the hub can engage (these studs turn
with the pi-opener) . lJ is kept coilstantly pressed agaiilst
e aild e! ‘iy the spring rods d-d 1 located in the pins A,
but may ‘De mithdrawil hy a lever 1? with forked eild carry-
ing 0. roller.

At starting or at rest (minimum pitch) the rubber
cords S l.old each Ilad.e in the position shown in fi~ure
44; the system is locked when e and e! are engaged iil O
and Or .

To raise the pitch after reaching the desired r.p.m.,
the pilot si’mply pushes sleeve M lack ly means of levers
F (figs. 43 and 44) . The system being thus released, the
blades unscrew to an ar,lountpernitted by the clearance of
the pins A in the oye-nings O and 0!. The swivel joints
r aild r! allow the upward shifting of A following the
Un.screwiils motion.

To returil to the initial position, the pilot releases
his hold on I,\iby aeans of T, then he reduces the rev-
olution si>eed; the tension of the shock-absorber cords is
sufficient to eilsure the tigh,teniilg of the blades. Simul-
taileously, the sprin~ rods d aild dl return 1!1 and e-o,
a~ld el...ol re-effect the locking.

The Levasseur propeller on the c.366 (fig. 42) weighs
22.75 kg (50.2 lb.), control included, for a diameter of
1.95 m (6.4 ft.).

A similar propeller designed for a 300 horsepower e:l-
gine has turned for five hours on the torque stand ~heil

fitted to a 550 horsepower engiile, where it operated under
five times more strenuous conditions than its ilormal in-
tended use. The propeller for the c.366 had a factor of
safety of ‘7.
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. . . . . . . .’.’

... .,: T~e..Levas.s&r compa~y,intends to develop this type
of propeller for,general purposes. parallel with this
development , it studies the mounting of blades on super-
posed...rubbe:disksks. Iilthe latter .system the pitch
changes are allowed by ,the successive distortions of the
disks as the faces slide, one over the other, in rela-
tive angular motion. .

,“”

Translation lyAJ. Vani.er,,
National Advisory Committee
for Aeronautics.

,..
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TIGURE 1
,,

.-Tuning “.uythe Caudron c0460” at Xtampes”fo’r a
practice flight, May 5, 1934. ““ “

. . .

I?IGURE 2 llstre~~tf in fligllti “..-Tlie Co”m~er
.. ..

l?IGURE 3.”-Caudron C~366, wi{h R4gqi’er 210’”hp0 engine (~!las-
“:‘(left) wheel controlling wing flapssott~) , Shdwillg

(right) theand stabilizer, setting. Vith ,indicat.or;,
sliding top.’ “ ..

FIGURE 4 .-Stability curves..of the C.360. The stability of
L7tile C.450 and the C.460 has been increased (area of sta-
~ilizer increased 2 percent).

FIGURE 5.-Pola’rs and- fineness ratio of C~460, with landing
gear and cooling allowed for five split-flap settin,gs
from ~ ~ OO to @ = 45°. The fineness ratio, ~hi~h
is 16 for flaps closed, drops to ‘7for,flapi set to
maximum, while Cz shifts from 98 to 133.

FIGURE 6.-.o~:~:point F. of the chor,d is farther from the
wing’ tip than ,poiqt ,Fl of the thickness,; the “relative
heights decrease faster t’nan the chords. In XX the
grooves for inserting the plywood. Bottom: fuselage;
1 and 5, fit$ings for fuselage cover.

FIGURE 7 .-(Left) : landing gear and split flaps of Delmottels
C.460. (Right) : Konville .iilC.460.

FIGURE 8 .-Caudrcn 460. Characteristics of C.450 and C.460:
span, 6.’75.m (22.14 ft.); length, 7.125 m (23.38 ft.);
height, 1.80 m (5.91 ft.); wing .area, 6,,90 m2. (’74.27
sq.ft.); weight empty, 520 kg (1,145.4 lb.); gross
weight , 875 kg (1,929 lb.). ,. .,..

FIGURE 9 .-Structural s?:etch of Caudron 460.
!cC : method of mounting wing ‘to fuselage (reversed).
Ceilter. wheel well and wing cut-out . ,,.————___.
Bottom: fuselage cut-out.

FIGURE 10 .-Split-flap control in C,450 and C.46,0., M, a&
tuating control box B; m, Regulating sleeve for con-
necting fin; V, square-threaded screw; b and bt, actu-
ating rods.
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I?IGURE 11.-Comper !tstreakll characteristics:
.. ... ..-,,

span, 7.16 m“” “’ ““’”’: (23.49 ft. )
length, 5.49 11 (18.01 ‘1) ,
height.;.. ~ ., +.~~ ‘1 ,,.., , ,.,.,., .( 5.74 .“ )
wing area , 7.43 m2 . ., (79’i98sq:”ft”~) ‘“”-
weight empty, 4ookg” ‘ “(881.80””lb.)””’ “
gross weight, , 98(3 “ ....,, (1499.10. ‘1)
wing loading, 91.5 kg/m2 (180741 k”./’sftf).)
power. loadigg -4..,70.k,g/@ (19.22,,,1}:/hw)...’.. ,.-,.. .

,, ..’. ,“. ‘.,,, .. .. . . ... .
Iea’v’ing,MeaulteFIGURE 12...-Po$e~ $3.2; photogre.phedop ~ ,

for Villacoublay.
.. .

.,.’

l?IGURE’13.-Win.dshield designs for tn,e Po$e.z 53.2. ,,0 .. .. .,. ., .. . ,.

FIGUR3 14.-Left: developm’efii ‘o<.pro fi”l,ea’lo,ng. the span in—.....-—
the Potez 532. Corresponding yolars.Ri@~:’___

FIGURE 15 .-T”ra3~:ing,-ed”gefla~ con.,tr’oli’n Fotez 532 and 533.
Shaft M with bevel pinions in box C“ ,.engages helical
wheels such a.s “H. . The .l’oos~ning,,or ,t,i.ghteningof the
tl~readed , A effect”s the ..fldp. settiii+.’, ~~‘.,

FIGURE: .16.-Stab i,l.ity curves of. the .,Pot,ez 533. (Centering
refers to chord of ,.cente,r’o,f s“urf,ac~c) ‘ .,, .’

~IGURES 17T180-Left: drag versus L/D for different cclm-
binat ions of “-~~~.~~age‘cQyl’i.rigs. __.,Illght ● experimental
cowls and fus~ lades.

~IGuRE1~,. ]Jodel’fo~.F’Ote~ ior $esti~g ring cowls in the
wind tunnel. The “different model s’were:designed. at

,.1~4 scale, with .respe,ct to the dimensions given in the
.rePort ,.~r~~lilefaithfully preserving the smallest de-

tails of.,the full-scale model”. ‘

FIGURE ,20. -Aerod$naiiic reactioil on a ring cowliug.

FIGURE 21.-Design of Potez 533 fuselage,

P’IGUti”22;- Yairings and fillets on the fuselage of Potez
533.

FIGURE 23 .-l?ligh.t-control assembly of Fot.ez 533.

. ...- ..—- . ..
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)?IGURE 24. -,Comparative asscn%lies of l?Qtez 532 (fine .line,s)
.W...,,.. a;ld Fotez 533 (heavy liiles):-,-.,--.,..,,.,,,,, ... ,...-....... .

Potez 532 Potez 533:.-- ——..-

span 7.20 m 7.lo’m
(23.62 ft. ) (23.29 ft. )

leilgtll 5.90”ul 5.72’ri
(1’3.35ft. ) (19.77 ft. )

ilei~llt 2.50 m 2.50 M
(8.20 ft. ) .(:.20 ft. )

wimg area 8.00 Elz.: 7.60 ?ji2
(86.11 sq.ft. ““ (81.81 sq.ft.)

weight emp”ty 550.00 kc 550.00 kg
(1212..5413.) (1212.54 lb.)

gross wei~ht 890.GO ?Zg 925.00 :?g
(1952.1,1 13.) (2039.27 it.)

(of which 255.00 kg’ 3C0.00 kg
(584.2 13. ) (561.4 lb. )

was for ~uel and
75 kg (165.3 lb.), .,

for pilot) ,,
,.

-wing loading: 119.00 k~/n2 124.Q :%/212
(-,~ithfull load) “ (24.37 l-o./sq.”ft.) (25.4 11)./sq.ft.)

(withou~ fuel) 82.0 @/~2
(::”: %’?:qoft. )(16.8 lb. /sq. ft.) . .

power loading kg/llp 2.7 kg/’hp
(2:;4 lb./hp.) (5.87 lb. /hp.)

TIGURE 25 ,-Wing fillets on the Potez 532.
3707: projection of longitudinal sections on plane of

syrmetry; trailsverse sections 1 to 23; and corre-
spondin~ ylan viewc

Center: half view toward rear.—-.—...——
3ottom* half view toward front, with. sections X.X~,y~,——-...——-

ZZ, and TIT. Tile fill’et is encircled by a lleavY
line, interrupted in the hidden parts.

FIGURE 26 .-Tring fillets oil the Fotez 533.
25,

(Sane as fig.
except showing trailsverse sections 1 to 17.)
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. .. .. ... ... ...!.
“’FIGURE”27 .-Structural sketch of Potez 533,”’’showi”ng:

!T!T!:engiile mount and oil cooler, with deia’ils of part
of rihg.and attaclmeat to fuselage.

130tton: instrument panel and detachable windshield as-————.-—
se’mbl.y.

FIGURE 28 .-Retractable or detachable parts on the Potez 533.
!cOc: front view of landing gear assemlly; (left) attach-

“ ment’ of V truss to oleo leg.
Bottor~:@ethod of wing attachment.—-.-—.-—

,,
FIGURi’ 29 .-S’ta’tictest of potez- 533 wing; lreaking factor 7C

I?I,GURE30.-Charlestop oleo-pneumatic retraction system.
,...

FIGURE .31.-Details of lifting. jacks and locking i~echanisrn.

FIGURE’ 32 .-Charlestop scheme of signals indicating position
of landing gear.

FIGURE 33.-Equilibrium of’ forces in the helicoidal attach-
ment of the blade root.

TIGURE ‘34.-Thrust of Rati6r “automatic propeller (diameter
1.80 m (5.9 ft.)) mounted on Caudron 450” and 460, Rei~ault
310 hp. engine. The dotted curve is’for the low pitch
267 at 0.60 m (1.97 ft.) fron thrust line. Static
thrust: 318 kg (701 lb.) at 2620 r.p.m. Maximum thrust:
380 kg (837.8 1%.) at 2720 r.p.m. and 75 kp/~ (46.6 mi./.
hr.). ~’t take-off, toward 120 kn/h (74.6 mi./hr.) , the
thrust is still around 350 kg (771.6 lb.). The full
curve is for big-n pitch (36fy) at static thrust.

FIGURE 35.-The Ratier automatic propeller.

PIGURE 36.-Parts of Ratier pitch changing mechanism.

FIGURll 37 .-Ratier propeller for engine developing 2+4& hp”.”
at 2500 r.p.n.; diameter 1.90 m (6.23 ft.); weight’ “
21.500 kg (47.400 lb.).

FIGURE 38 .-Levasseur controllable propeller fitted. .to.C.366,
R6gni.er 217 hp. engine.

FIGURE 39”.-Nose of Caudron 366-tlAtalante’fl, Rdgnier 217 hp.
engine fitted with a Levasseur manually operated pro,-.

‘peller. (Note forward tilt of blade s.)

. - . .—.- . . -...—.. . .
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FIGURE 40.-T, #, and~ curves of model tests for the Le-
vasseur propeller obtained in big tunnel at Issy-les-
Moulineaux at 1700 r.p.m.; diameter of propeller, 1.50
m (4.92 ft.).

FIGURE 41 .-Sketch of aerodynamic study of Levasseur propel-
ler; (left) centrifugal effect, due to radial component
Vr in the speed of air flow with respect to the %lade;

(ceilter) sketch of blade tip. The relative heights are

assumed to %e in millimeters and the thickness scales

are much higher than those of the chords. (See section

xx.)

FIGURE 42 .-Two ‘views of hub of the Levasseur manually oper-
ated propeller.

YIGURE 43.-Diagram of method of operating sleeve M through
fork-ended levers 1?, fitted with rollers.

FIGURE 44.-Diagrammatic elevation and plan views of the
Levasseur manually operated propeller.
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Tuning up
the Caudron ‘--’
C.460 at
Etampes for
a practice
flight,
May 5. 1934 ‘

Figure 1.

Figure 4. Stability mrves of
the C.360. The sta~

bility of the C.450 and the
C.460 has been increased (area
of stabilizerincreased2%
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A, Ailerons
V, Split flaps

IIuFigure 8. General arrangement
drawings of the
Oaudron 460.

! o 1 2M.

( .

I

Figure 11. General arrangement
drawings of the
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Figure10. Split-flapoontrol
in C.450and C.460.
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Figure 12. The Potez 532 photographedupon
leavingHeaulte for Villaooublay
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Figure 13. Windshield design for the Potez 532
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Figure 22.-Falringsand fillets on the fuselage of Potez 533 airplane.
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Figure27.-Structuralsketchof Potez533airplane.
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Figure 36.-Partsof Ratter pitch changing meohanism.
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Figure 35.-The Ratier automatic
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Figure 37.-Ratierpropeller for e Ine developing 240 hp. at 2500 r.p.m.
Ydlameter:L90m(6.23 ft. ; weight:21.5 kg (47.4 lb.)
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Figure 38.- Levasseur controllablepropeller fitted to C.366
21? hp. Regnier engine.- -

Figure 390- Nose of Caudron
366 llAtalantett

217 hp. Regnier, fitted with
Levasseurmanually operated
moDeller.
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Figure 40.- r~ X and q ourves of model tests for the Levasseur
propellerobtainedin big tunnel at ,Issy-les-

Moulineaux at 1700 r.p.m. Diameter of propeller:1.50 m (4.92 ft.),
pitoh-diameterratio 1.50 m, oonstant pitch at 2.25 m (7.38 ft.).
Full lines are for 350371.settingat 0.50 m (1.64 ft.) distance
from thrust axis; dashed curves For pitch lowered 10 371,at 0.50 m
from thrust axis it beccmes 34° and the pitch ratic 1.40 m
(4.6 ft.). The discontinuitycbser.vedin the tests near T = 0.6-
O.? has been preserved In the T and x.curves.
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Figure 41.- Sketch cf aercdynamiostudy of Levaesourprcpeller.
(left): centrifugaleffect, due tc radial component

V in the speed of air flow with respect.to the blade. (center):
is etch of blade tip; the relative heights are assumed tc be In
mm and the thickness scales =e much higher than three of the
ohords (see Seotion~).
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Figure 42.- Two views of hub of Levas8eurmanually operated
p~opeller.
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?igurb 43.- DiagmuII of’m~thod
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sleeve M through fork-ended
levers F, fitted with rollers.
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Mgure 44.- Diagrammatio

elevation and
plan views of Levasseur
manually operated propeller.
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